Detect Sensitive and Threatening Content Across the Web

Your organization’s key executives, leadership, and board of directors are primary targets for threat actors. These threat actors attempt to find and distribute sensitive information about these individuals and use their name, likeness, and personal web presence to target them and their organization.

To proactively prevent harm against executives in both the cyber and physical realms, RiskIQ Executive Guardian continuously monitors the web for indicators of attacks including online digital risk, personal threats, social impersonations and leaked sensitive information. A fully managed service, Executive Guardian is a secure data room that adheres to rigid compliance standards. We also provide you with a comprehensive Risk & Vulnerability Report that details any available threat vector to your executive identified by RiskIQ’s research team so you can take the necessary steps to protect your executive in the physical and cyber-space.

Incorporate Executive Guardian into your Current Cyber and Physical Security Programs

RiskIQ Executive Guardian includes a built-in workflow to generate alerts sent to RiskIQ’s MSS experts to remove content and remediate findings and eliminate leaks quickly.

RiskIQ stores all executive data in a highly-secure data lake with access limited only to individuals with security clearance. This data is analyzed offline, and RiskIQ never enters sensitive information into search engines to prevent the generation and propagation of unwanted content.

Executive Guardian Professional Services

RiskIQ’s team of former-CIA operations officers and analysts provide added scalable solutions to your threat monitoring needs by using their skillsets, experience, and training to attribute threats when you need to know more about who is targeting or threatening your executives. Our professional services extend to threat attribution and mitigation, travel

With RiskIQ Executive Guardian:

- Detect high profile individuals’ leaked personal data
- Track what potential attackers can find
- Minimize the likelihood of information falling into the wrong hands
- Mitigate risks resulting from exposed data
- Track physical threats on social media
- Pinpoint identity impersonation attempts

What Professional Services We Offer:

- Threat Attribution & Mitigation
- Risk & Vulnerability Reports
- Travel Itinerary Vetting & Monitoring
- Country Risk Reports
- Counterintelligence Reports/Briefings
- Virtual Site Surveys
- Threat Assessments
- Compliance Checks
- Due Diligence
- Training
- Consulting
OVERVIEW: RiskIQ Executive Guardian

security, advance travel itinerary vetting, travel monitoring, counterintelligence and high threat area briefings, country reports, virtual site surveys, and consulting and training services for your teams.

Internet-scale Visibility

RiskIQ’s virtual user technology crawls the web, experiencing websites, paste bin sites, social media profiles, mobile apps, and mobile app stores just like a real user does, which gives you internet-scale visibility into threatening and unwanted content.

These virtual users visit websites from thousands of IP addresses originating from around the world on residential, commercial, and mobile networks, while using different browser and device types, and software versions. This advanced internet reconnaissance technique evades detection from threat actors who are watching for automated crawling technology.